










PRESS
 Bambalina puppet theatre allows humans to complement the puppets to

intriguing effect. Sometimes the puppeteers voices and faces express

thoughts and feelings that the manipulated wood and cloth cannot; at

others the human become the malevolent forces of the Don’s dreams.

There is no dialogue as such but a constant, indiscernible babble as the

characters squabble with each other. Surprisingly involving. 
Clare Bayley. The Independent.

 
 

It’s a magical experience to begin wide, as Quijote bony-fingers is why

through the musty tomes piled in front of him before girding is tinny shield

and wand-like lance and trotting of with is faithful squire in search of

chivalry and adventure –both mounted of the puppeteer’s hands-. A

lumbering windmills whirls Quijote into the air and shadowy Dulcinea,

singing sweetly, sweeps him in lovelorn of his feet. 

This is a pleasant show, presented with invention and wit by the

marionette company Bambalina Titelles from Valencia. Luck of Spanish is

no hindrance to enjoyment since the dialogue is couched in a kind of Bill

and Bean speak. 

John Fowler. The Herald. Edinburgh (UK)

 

 

 

The two figures of the staringeyed knight and his dumpy troll-like

companion Sancho Panza are manipulated into startling existence by the

two puppeteers. These men, rather than hiding, participate: sometimes

they are onlookers and sympathisers, taking sides, moved by their

charges even as they move them. It is intricately subtle rather than

spectacular, and almost literally entrancing. 

Catherine Lockerbie. The Scotsman. Edinburgh (UK)



This is Bambalina’s masterpiece, although it has not often been seen in
Valencia. Now,  Espai Moma has done itself justice with this beautiful
production taking puppet techniques to a new level.  And the first thing
that continues to astonish in this new approach is how the actor
handlers manage to give life to these wooden hearts, these sad figures,
literally making them breathe. The myth of Cervantes, brought to the
world of nightmares, within a perverse game and, above all to an
expressionistic aesthetic on all sides. (…) Carles Alfaro has managed to
provoke powerful and immediate explosions of humanity. He makes the
invisible Quijote and Sancho visible with imperceptible sounds
alongside Joan Cerveró’s disturbing music.  
The illusion hypnotises the audience for an hour, stunning them with this
little creative madness. Whoever misses this will not enter the kingdom
of the theatre in the sky. 

Enrique Herreras. Cartelera Levante.
 
 
It barely lasts one hour but has more intensity than many shows of
longer duration. It has the rare gift of offering something new on
something very different. Something that is different, delicate, intimate,
beautifully sad, mysteriously calm, artificially human, poetically dazzling.

Pedro Manuel Víllora. ABC.
 
 
This Quijote is a show that is truly stunning, I cannot think of a better
word to define this. If there was any doubt that puppets could be
elevated to an art of a higher category, Bambelina will, without a doubt,
change your mind. The treatment of props is simply brilliant, a highly
original relationship is established between puppeteers, who also act
out characters, and their puppets; the music, beautiful, deepening with
each sentiment; its aim being to provoke the audience, truly
accomplishing this aim. The worst part of Quijote is when the lights
come back on and one knows that the show has ended. 

Pedro López Castañeyra. Lanetro Madrid
 
 
This is a work that is risky, courageous, full of suggestions, with barely
any concessions; a work in which we witness, in addition to the staging
of the Cervantes work, the great ceremony of marionette artistry.
Especially recommended for those with sensitive and inquiring souls,
those that are open to creativity. 

Ramón Rosselló. Cartelera Valencia Semanal

 




